Fat Compartment Gliding Theory – A Novel Technique for the Repositioning of Superficial Fat Compartments for Facial Rejuvenation
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Background: Facial fat compartments and their role in facial aging have gained increased recognition and are playing a significant role in facial rejuvenation. The superficial fat compartments glide inferiorly during the aging process, leading to the flattening and elongation of the face and the appearance of facial bulges, folds, and grooves.

Patients and Methods: Ultrasound imaging of the facial soft tissues was performed on nine female volunteers to demonstrate the change in superficial facial fat compartments from an upright to supine position. The net suture jowl and medial cheek fat compartment repositioning technique was operated on 165 Asian patients between September 2020 and July 2021. Volume and projection change of malar and jowl regions, as well as change in elevation of malar protrusion were measured 1, 3, and 6 months postoperatively using a three-dimensional imaging system.

Results: Ultrasound measurements confirmed the medial and middle cheek, nasolabial, and jowl fat compartments changed in thickness during positional changes with age-related differences. Postoperative three-dimensional imaging showed volume and projection increase in the malar region (2.23mL and 1.11mm) and decrease in the jowl region (−0.18mL and −0.52mm) by the 6-month follow-up date, and malar projection saw a superior displacement of 3.08mm.

Conclusion: The superficial fat glide inferiorly within their compartments under the force of gravity and naturally reposition themselves when the effect of gravity is reversed. The net suture technique offers a minimally invasive method for lifting the jowl fat, volumizing the mid-cheek and achieving facial rejuvenation by repositioning the superficial fat compartments.
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Introduction

The past few decades have seen a tremendous advancement in understanding the mechanism of facial aging, evolving from exclusively gravity’s effect on skin into a multifactorial, dynamic, and three-dimensional process involving changes in skin, soft tissue, and bone.1 Then, Rohrich and Pessa proposed the fat compartment theory, suggesting that facial aging does not occur in a confluent mass and is compartment specific, where deep fat is prone to atrophy, while superficial fat tends to redistribute inferiorly within its boundaries.2 This inferior displacement is thought to be the product of gravitational forces involving ligamentous laxity and pseudoptosis resulting from deep fat compartment volume loss, with no consensus as to which cause plays a greater role.3,4 The descent and separation of the fat compartments leads to the appearance of a deflated midface, V deformity at the lid-cheek junction, bulging jowl fat, and pronounced nasolabial folds, midcheek grooves, and marionette lines.5 This interestingly highlights the significance of facial fat in the aging process and its possibility to being the key to facial rejuvenation.
Traditional face lift and thread lift techniques have targeted the SMAS and/or cutaneous layers without specifically addressing facial fat. While these techniques have been effective in enhancing malar eminence and volumizing the lateral cheek, they have achieved little in correcting anterior midface deflation. Deeper understanding of the fat compartments has led to the advent of new techniques designed to reposition facial fat. However, lifting the fat at single points along single vectors may hinder results, as fat cannot be elevated across ligaments and often ligamentous release is required. While fat grafting in the deep fat compartments creates a lifting effect to a certain extent, injecting in the superficial compartments could lead to overfill and aggravate ptosis. A thorough understanding of the location, mobility, and behavior of the superficial fat compartments is essential for producing natural and effective repositioning. The effect of gravity on soft tissue ptosis has also been examined using photographs and three-dimensional imaging, which show that in supination, soft tissue placement and volume are reversed to their youthful state (Figure 1). However, the effect of gravity on the superficial fat alone is yet to be evaluated in a clinical setting.

In our study, we first verified the gliding characteristic of the superficial fat compartments under the effect of gravity, as well as the influence of age on fat mobility by measuring the change in fat thickness in the upright and supine positions using ultrasound imaging. Then, based on this theory, we introduced our novel net-shaped suturing technique to reposition the superficial jowl and mid-cheek fat compartments and restore mid-facial volume to present a more youthful appearance. Three-dimensional photography was used for objective evaluation of surgical results.

Patients and Methods

Volunteer Population for Ultrasound Imaging

To showcase the gliding displacement of the superficial facial fat compartments, facial fat thickness was measured using B-mode ultrasound in the upright and supine positions. The study included nine female volunteers (18 hemifaces) categorized into two age groups: Group A (<35 years, n=5, mean age 26.4 years) and Group B (≥35 years, n=4, mean age 43.8 years). All subjects had a normal body mass index (BMI), and volunteers with a history of craniofacial deformities, facial surgery, and hormonal therapy were excluded.

Fat Compartment Changes by Ultrasound Imaging

The volunteers were first positioned sitting upright, and seven facial points representing the superficial medial and middle cheek, nasolabial, and jowl fat compartments were identified bilaterally in relation to fixed and bony landmarks, and thin metallic decals were glued onto the chosen points as markers for better precision (Figure 2).

To measure facial subcutaneous fat, ultrasound imaging (GE Logiq e) was chosen due its reliability, accuracy, non-invasiveness, and postural flexibility. Measurements were performed using a 15-MHz linear transducer applied to the predesignated points. To limit compression of the underlying soft tissues, a thick layer of ultrasound gel was applied to the skin.
avoiding probe to skin contact. All examinations were conducted by one investigator for consistency, and the thickness of the superficial fat at each site was measured three times to reduce error. The volunteers were then positioned in a supine position facing straight upwards, and after re-identifying the pre-determined points, fat thickness was again measured.

**Patient Population for Surgery**

Between September 2020 and July 2021, 165 patients exhibiting loss of midface volume, flat or ptotic malar region, prominent jowl fat, and/or prominent nasolabial folds, midcheek groove, and marionette lines underwent our fat repositioning procedure. Patients included 159 women and 6 men, aged between 24 and 66 years, with a mean age of 42.3 years. We asked patients to come in for surgical evaluations at 1, 3, and 6 months post-operatively, and only those who completed all three visits were included in the statistical analysis (Table 1). Written informed consent was obtained from each patient, and all surgeries were performed by one single senior surgeon (ZYG). Institutional review board approval was obtained from Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine.

![Figure 2 Metal decals on measurement points: A. Medial cheek (interior) B. Medial cheek (exterior) C. Nasolabial (superior) D. Nasolabial (inferior) E. Middle cheek (superior) F. Middle cheek (inferior) G. Jowl.](https://doi.org/10.2147/CCID.S415467)

**Table 1 Patient Demographics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Patients</th>
<th>165</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>42.3 ± 9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>159 (96.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (3.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical procedure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jowl fat compartment repositioning</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malar fat compartment repositioning</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients at follow-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 1 (&lt; 35 years)</td>
<td>14 (26.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2 (35 ~ 45 years)</td>
<td>18 (34.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 3 (&gt; 45 years)</td>
<td>21 (39.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three-Dimensional Imaging Analysis
For objective assessment of post-surgical changes in the mid-cheek and jowl areas, three-dimensional photographs were recorded prior to surgery and during the 1, 3, and 6-month follow-ups. Image acquisition was completed under same conditions (lighting, distance, position, neutral facial expression) using a structured light scanner (CASZM MVS-600; Shenzhen Zhongke Zhimei Technology Co., People’s Republic of China) and analyzed using the corresponding virtual simulation software. For comparison, the post-surgical 3D image at each follow-up was superimposed onto the baseline pre-operative one after identifying fixed surface references such as the nasal tip, inner canthus, brow, and forehead.

Volume of Mid-Cheek and Jowl
Net volumetric changes in the mid-cheek and jowl areas were calculated and measured in milliliters. To standardize measured regions, the perimeter of the malar zone is defined as the inferior orbital rim, nasolabial fold, horizontal line connecting the cheilion to the subaurale, and vertical extension from the lateral orbital rim. The jowl zone falls within the cheilion-subaurale line superiorly, lateral orbital rim extension laterally, vertical line from cheilion to jawline medially, and the jawline inferiorly (Figure 3A).

Projection of Mid-Cheek and Jowl
Malar and jowl projection changes were recorded in millimeters at chosen fixed points on the frontal overlapped images. The malar point was selected at the intersection of the pupil and alar crease, while that of the jowl at the midpoint between the cheilion and jawline at the level of the lateral limbus.

Height of Malar Prominence
The most prominent point of the midcheek in the lateral view was pinpointed on both the pre- and post-operative images, followed by calculation of vertical height difference between the two positions (Figure 3B).

Surgical Procedure
Jowl Fat Compartment Repositioning
The lowest and most prominent point of the descended jowl fat is marked in an upright position. Then, in the supine position, a specially designed adhesive is placed onto the surgical area for reference (Figure 4).

The principle of the adhesive is as follows: The midfacial deep fat compartments are located medial to the vertical line of ligaments (Figure 5), and upon their deflation, the superficial compartments found on this side of the line lose their support and redistribute inferiorly. On the other hand, descent of the superficial fat compartments in the mid and lower face lateral to the line is not as obvious due to the absence of deep compartments in this area. For this reason, the lateral edge of our reference adhesive is designed to coincide with the line of ligaments, and the operated area is limited to the medial mobile portion of the face.
Figure 4 Patient’s right hemiface shows the reference adhesive for jowl fat compartment repositioning. The superior border of the adhesive sits at the level of the inferior orbital rim, the medial border at the level of the medial limbus and a distance of 5mm from the nasolabial fold, and the inferior end at the lowest point of the jowl (marked with methylene blue dye). Points 1 to 5 refer to entry and exit points of the needle in sequential order. Patient’s left hemiface shows reference adhesive for medial cheek fat compartment repositioning. The superior border of the adhesive sits at the level of the inferior orbital rim and the medial border at the level of the medial limbus and 5mm from the nasolabial fold. Points a to e refer to entry and exit points of the needle in sequential order.

Figure 5 Illustration of the principle behind our fat repositioning technique. The nasolabial, medial cheek, and jowl fat compartments are located medial to the line of ligaments. (Top) With age and under the influence of gravity, the fat in each compartment glides inferiorly to take a water droplet form in the sagittal plane, and the compartments are separated, which manifests in bulging of the jowl and nasolabial areas and the appearance of facial lines and grooves. (Bottom) After fat compartment repositioning, the fat compartments are reconnected and restored into their original state, recovering a semi-spherical shape in the sagittal plane. NLF: nasolabial fat compartment; SMC: superficial medial cheek fat compartment; JF: jowl fat compartment.
Around 20mL of 1% lidocaine with epinephrine (1:100,000) is injected at the infraorbital foramen and subcutaneously along the borders of the adhesive. A graduated hollow double-ended curved needle is used in this technique. The needle end of a 2-0 polyester non-absorbable suture is anchored into one end of the hollow needle.

After determining the entry point at the upper lateral end of the adhesive at the level of the orbital retaining ligament (ORL) at point 1 (Figure 6A), the needle is inserted perpendicular to the skin to reach the periosteum, then guided horizontally through the ORL. Once the needle reaches point 2, it is partially extracted leaving 4–5mm of the tip within the tissues, and it is then rotated and guided downwards through the nasolabial fat compartment (NLF) towards point 3 (Figure 6B). The needle is pulled out leaving 6–8mm under the skin, then turned and navigated through the NLF towards the jowl fat compartment (JF). Lightly pinching the segment that the needle is traveling through helps ensure its passage through the correct plane. The needle is partially withdrawn at point 4 leaving the tip at a depth of 8–10 mm and is redirected to aim upwards and travel cranially on the lateral side of the adhesive into the superficial medial cheek fat compartment (SMC), penetrating the skin at point 5. With 6–8mm of the needle tip left under the skin, it is brought upwards through the SMC towards the first point of insertion, in which a catheter needle is inserted to guide the suture needle out of the original entry point (Figure 6C). Partially extracting the needle at every point and using the catheter needle to exit from the first point of insertion are both imperative for avoiding skin dimpling. At point 1, the needle is again not fully withdrawn leaving 4–5mm buried, and the previous steps are repeated to complete a second round of the suture net. Upon return to point 1, the needle is pulled out completely, and after slight pulling to achieve the desired elevation, the two ends of the suture are knot together and buried under the skin.

**Medial Cheek Fat Compartment Repositioning**

To further elevate malar prominence, repositioning of the medial cheek fat is performed. A reference adhesive marking the SMC is placed on the malar area (Figure 4).

The procedure is done in the same netting fashion as jowl fat repositioning. The needle is navigated through points a to e twice, passing through the ORL superiorly, NLF medially, and SMC laterally. Depth of needle at partial extraction is 4–5mm at points a and b and 6–8mm at points c, d, and e (Supplementary Video).

**Statistical Analysis**

Ultrasound measurements at each point were statistically analyzed using a two-tailed paired t-test for each age group, while an unpaired t-test was used to compare both age groups. As for surgical evaluation, the distribution of variables was calculated using the Shapiro–Wilk test. Paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed-rank test were applied to determine the mean difference of volume, projection, and elevation change between baseline and each of the follow-up periods. The independent t-test and the Mann–Whitney U-test were used for age group comparisons. A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

A total of nine female volunteers (18 hemifaces) were included in our ultrasound study. The mean age for Group A was 26.4 years and that for Group B was 43.8 years. Shifting from an upright to a supine position, an increase in fat thickness was seen at the interior and exterior medial cheek and superior middle cheek points, while a decrease was seen at the superior and inferior nasolabial, inferior middle cheek, and jowl points in both age groups, p < 0.05. The changes in the

![Figure 6](https://doi.org/10.2147/CCID.S415467)

**Figure 6** Jowl fat compartment repositioning. (A) The suture needle is inserted perpendicular to the skin at point 1. A metal ring is used to ensure eyeball protection while guiding the needle through the ORL. (B) The needle passes through the nasolabial fat compartment and exits at point 3. (C) The suture needle is guided into the catheter needle for extraction.
medial cheek, nasolabial and superior middle cheek compartments of Group B were significantly greater than those of Group A, indicating that the degree of fat mobility may be affected by age (Figures 7 and 8).

Of the 165 patients who underwent both jowl and medial cheek fat compartment repositioning, 53 patients (all female, mean age 41.5 ± 9.0 years) completed all three follow-ups and were included in the statistical analysis. Table 2 describes volume and projection changes in the malar and jowl regions and the height changes in malar projection at each of the 1, 3, and 6-month follow-ups (p < 0.05). The malar zone showed a positive change in volume and projection by the final 6-month follow-up (mean changes, 2.23mL and 1.11mm, respectively), while a negative volume and projection change occurred in the jowl region (−0.18mL and −0.52mm respectively). Malar projection height demonstrated a positive change at 6 months (mean, 3.08mm), indicating an elevation in the position of the most projected point of the mid-cheek (Figure 3B). Three-dimensional images and volumetric color maps of 3 patient cases are shown in Figures 9–11. Additionally, patients were divided into three age groups: Group 1, <35 years; Group 2, 35 ~ 45 years; and Group 3, >45 years. Final check-in revealed significant differences in malar volume, projection, and height between Group 1 and Group 3, while no differences were found in the jowl region (Figure 12).

No major complications were reported. Patient complaints were limited to mild swelling and bruising, skin dimpling, and pigmentation at the site of needle insertion which resolved spontaneously without the need of intervention in all cases. Two patients (1.2%) developed an infection within one month after surgery which was resolved by the removal of the suture threads followed by irrigation of the wound with iodine and a prescription of oral antibiotics.

![Figure 7](A) Comparison of superficial facial fat thickness in the upright and supine positions for Group A. (B) Comparison of superficial facial fat thickness in the upright and supine positions at for Group B. (C) Comparison of change in fat thickness between Group A and Group B. *P < 0.05.
Figure 8 Ultrasound images of a 55-year-old volunteer depicting the increase in fat thickness from upright to supine at the interior and exterior medial cheek and superior middle cheek compartments and a decrease in the superior and inferior nasolabial, inferior middle cheek, and jowl compartment points. Yellow dashed lines represent upper and lower borders of superficial facial fat; white vertical lines represent thickness of superficial facial fat; red arrow points at metallic decal at point of measurement.
The fat compartments of the face play different roles in determining facial shape and contour and contribute to age-related volume loss and facial ptosis. While several studies have stressed the role of deep fat deflation as the primary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Malar Volume (mL)</th>
<th>Jowl Volume (mL)</th>
<th>Malar Projection (mm)</th>
<th>Jowl Projection (mm)</th>
<th>Malar Height (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 month</td>
<td>3.01 ± 1.26</td>
<td>-0.41 ± 0.33</td>
<td>1.94 ± 0.78</td>
<td>-0.61 ± 0.40</td>
<td>5.12 ± 1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>2.35 ± 1.00</td>
<td>-0.28 ± 0.20</td>
<td>1.40 ± 0.57</td>
<td>-0.54 ± 0.29</td>
<td>3.78 ± 1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>2.23 ± 0.52</td>
<td>-0.18 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.28</td>
<td>-0.52 ± 0.29</td>
<td>3.08 ± 1.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Figure 9 A 40-year-old female presenting sagging jowl fat, flat malar mound, and prominent mid-cheek grooves underwent the two-step fat repositioning procedure. (A) Preoperative 3D photograph; (B) 6 months post-operative photograph; (C) 3-dimensional color map of the mid-cheek and jowl regions representing volume change at 6 months.

Figure 10 A 49-year-old female whose main complaint was mid-facial ptosis and the appearance of jowl fat. The two-step fat repositioning procedure was performed. (A) Preoperative 3D photograph; (B) 3 months post-operative photograph; (C) 3-dimensional color map of the mid-cheek and jowl regions depicting volume change at 3 months.

Figure 11 A 36-year-old female whose main complaint was mid-facial ptosis and a flat anterior mid-cheek. The two-step fat repositioning technique was performed. (A) Preoperative 3D photograph; (B) 6 months post-operative photograph; (C) 3-dimensional color map of the mid-cheek and jowl regions representing volume change at 6 months.
cause of midfacial volume loss, we believe that the inferior shift of superficial fat volume within each compartment is responsible for the aging characteristics of the anterior midface. Therefore, vertical repositioning of the ptotic superficial fat compartments proves to be an appropriate approach for reversing this volume displacement and regaining fullness to the midface.

Results of our ultrasound study demonstrated increased superficial fat thickness superiorly and laterally and decreased thickness inferiorly and medially. These results are in line with previous studies related to the mobility of superficial fat.

![Comparison of volume, projection, and height change between age groups at 6-month follow-up (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01).](https://doi.org/10.2147/CCID.S415467)

**Figure 12** Comparison of volume, projection, and height change between age groups at 6-month follow-up (*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01).

**Figure 13** Preoperative (A–C) and 6 months postoperative (D–F) digital photographs of female patient from **Figure 9** who underwent jowl and medial cheek fat repositioning. Major improvement is seen in the mid-cheek grooves, midcheek volume, nasolabial folds, and jowl area.
compartments and suggest their gliding tendency under the effect of gravity.\textsuperscript{18,21} This indicates that in supination, the superficial fat glides craniocaudally to naturally reposition itself to its youthful state, hinting that what was thought as volume loss may, in fact, be an inferior redistribution of fat tissue within each compartment.\textsuperscript{23} The theory behind this is that the superficial fat is loosely adherent to the SMAS relative to its attachment to the skin.\textsuperscript{29,33} Hence, fat descent within individual compartments can be depicted as a downward gliding motion posteriorly along the SMAS to form a thin upper portion and thick inferior portion “water droplet” shape (Figure 5).

Traditional rhytidectomy adopts a two-dimensional approach in which the skin and soft tissues are pulled obliquely upwards, which can produce exceptional lifting results but tend to flatten and widen the face. More recent face lift procedures have incorporated fat grafting\textsuperscript{34–36} or the repositioning of superficial fat through SMAS techniques\textsuperscript{8} to target volume augmentation of the malar and zygomatic area. However, Asian facial anatomy features a wider bizygomatic distance and a flatter midface, therefore, an anterior and central mid-face lift and fill may be preferable over traditional techniques.\textsuperscript{37} Furthermore, we observed that most patients exhibited ample facial fat that was simply displaced. We aimed to address these issues through our novel superficial fat compartment repositioning technique.

Based on the gliding theory of superficial fat, our surgical procedure repositions the superficial fat compartments to their supinated state by suspending and reconnecting the separated jowl, medial cheek, and nasolabial fat. This procedure differs from traditional thread lifting techniques; the latter uses multiple barbed sutures with vectors placed in a superior-lateral direction which results in volume augmentation of the lateral face.\textsuperscript{7,38} Contrarily, our technique adopts a purse-string-like suture which vertically repositions lower face volume to the anterior mid-cheek with the firm support of the
ORL superiorly. The previously described aging “water droplet” shaped facial fat is reshaped into its youthful semi-spherical form. This simultaneously reduces the jowl fat, corrects sub-malar hollowing, and increases midface projection and three-dimensionality with no need for fat grafting. The produced net-like structure also reduces fat mobility and delays its inferior migration. Additionally, this structure encloses the fat tissue without placing excess tension along a single point or axis, reducing the possibility of cheese-wiring.

The results of our study suggest our fat compartment repositioning technique is effective in restoring a youthful facial contour by redistributing volume superiorly (Figures 13–15). In the early stage, volume change is partly due to post-operative edema, however results tend to become stable around 3 to 6 months after surgery, with a mean malar volume increase of 2.23mL and a mean jowl volume decrease of −0.18mL at the 6-month follow-up. This demonstrates that a sufficient amount of tissue is present to produce a natural result. The Patients in group 3 showed a more significant change in malar volume and height than those in group 1, while the opposite was true for malar projection. The greater degree of fat ptosis in the older group, as well as the initial higher position and firmness of fat in the younger group may have contributed to this trend. These findings provide further evidence to support the importance of superficial fat in midface volume loss.

The procedure is minimally invasive which is the preferred option for Asian patients who are concerned about scarring and longer post-operative downtime. While the entirety of the procedure is performed without direct visual observation of the operative plane, no severe complications such as hematoma and nerve injury were observed; however, a good understanding of the anatomy and a learning curve are required. To achieve optimal results, appropriate patient selection is necessary. The procedure is indicated in young and middle-aged patients who mainly exhibit signs of fat

![Preoperative (A–C) and 3 months postoperative (D–F) photographs of a 48-year-old female patient showing increased malar volume, elevated malar position, and decreased jowl volume.](https://doi.org/10.2147/CCID.S415467)
ptosis with no to minimal redundant skin. In older patients with skin laxity, superficial fat repositioning can be performed in conjunction with a facelift for improved outcomes.

Some limitations are present in this study. First, the volume and thickness of subcutaneous fat are closely linked to body mass index (BMI), which was not considered in this study. Another limitation was the short follow-up period and poor patient adherence, the latter possibly due to post-operative satisfaction, travel costs, and haste to undergo further facial aesthetic procedures during the follow-up period. Nevertheless, patients who visited after 12 months reported lasting results. Further studies are required to determine long-term outcomes of our technique.

Conclusion
In the present study, we first verified the gliding characteristic of the superficial fat compartments by means of ultrasound imaging, demonstrating their ability to naturally restore facial volume and contour in supination. We subsequently introduced our novel method of mid-facial rejuvenation which successfully repositions the superficial fat compartments, prevents fat from moving inferiorly within the compartments, and restores youthful midfacial projection. Overall, our technique is safe and effective for achieving natural rejuvenative results.
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